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Abstract
Semantic and soritical paradoxes display remarkable family resemblances. For one
thing, several non-classical logics have been independently applied to both kinds of
paradoxes. For another, revenge paradoxes and higher-order vagueness—among the
most serious problems targeting solutions to semantic and soritical paradoxes—exhibit
a rather similar dynamics. Some authors have taken these facts to suggest that truth
and vagueness require a unified logical framework, or perhaps that the truth predicate
is itself vague. However, a common core of semantic and soritical paradoxes has not
been identified yet, and no explanation of their relationships has been provided. Here
we aim at filling this lacuna, in the framework of many-valued logics. We provide
a unified diagnosis of semantic and soritical paradoxes, identifying their source in
a general form of indiscernibility. We then develop our diagnosis into a theory of
paradoxicality, which formalizes both semantic and soritical paradoxes as arguments
involving specific instances of our generalized indiscernibility principle, and correctly
predicts which logics can non-trivially solve them.

Introduction

The semantic paradoxes and the paradoxes of vagueness (‘soritical paradoxes’, after
the Sorites Paradox) display remarkable family resemblances. For one thing, the same
non-classical logics have been independently applied to both kinds of paradoxes—
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including many-valued,1 supervaluational,2, non-transitive3 logics. Indeed, the simi-
larity extends to some classical theories of truth and vagueness, notably contextualist
theories.4 For another, both revenge paradoxes and higher-order vagueness (hence-
forth: HOV) paradoxes—among the most serious problems targeting solutions to
semantic and soritical paradoxes—exhibit a rather similar dynamics [67, 70]. Revenge
arguments aim at showing that a given solution to the semantic paradoxes cannot
extend to further semantic notions, by employing variants of the ‘standard’ semantic
paradoxes such as the Liar or Curry’s Paradox. Similarly, the HOV paradoxes aim at
showing that a given solution to the soritical paradoxes cannot extend to further vague
predicates, by employing variants of the ‘standard’ Sorites.

These facts have been taken by some authors to suggest that truth and vagueness
require a unified logical framework [12, 22, 72]. Some authors go further, and argue
that truth is itself a vague or indeterminate concept [17, 52]. Importantly, however, there
currently is no identification, much less a formal theory, of what the common features
of semantic and soritical paradoxes exactly consist in. This is what we aim to do in
this work. More specifically, we develop (i) a theory of paradoxicality, where semantic
and soritical paradoxical arguments can be studied, compared, and then unified; (ii)
a reduction of the truth- and vagueness-theoretic principles responsible for semantic
and soritical paradoxes to a common underlying principle, a form of indiscernibility.
More about (i) and (ii) in a moment.

For the sake of concreteness and space, we focus on treatments of paradoxes within
a specific family of non-classical logics, that is 4 three-valued logics, which are com-
monly adopted for truth and vagueness. However, the unification and reduction of
paradoxes we propose has a much wider scope. On the one hand, the theory of para-
doxicality we develop can be easily generalized to any truth-functional semantics,
thus covering several generalizations of our four target logics, and much more. On
the other, the indiscernibility principle we isolate as the source of the paradoxes is not
specific to any logic.

As anticipated, the paper has two main outcomes, i.e. (i) and (ii) above. As for (i),
we give a formal analysis of paradoxes, which then produces their unification. In order
to do so, we develop an enrichment of standard model-theoretic semantics – called
equational semantics – where paradoxical arguments which cannot be represented
in standard model-theoretic semantics can be fully formalized and studied. We then
apply our semantics to the case of semantic, soritical, revenge, and HOV paradoxes
in our target logics, showing that the target theories treat them in the same way:
any such theory blocks semantic paradoxes just in case it blocks soritical paradoxes,
and fails to block revenge paradoxes just in case it fails to block HOV paradoxes.
As for (ii), we motivate and articulate a diagnosis of what generates both kinds of
paradoxess, which we identify in a general form of indiscernibility. We then formally
derive the truth- and vagueness-theoretic principles involved in semantic and soritical
paradoxes from our indiscernibility principle, and interpret all the target paradoxical

1 See e.g. [3, 24, 25, 38, 43, 49, 62, 64].
2 See e.g. [9, 26, 49].
3 See e.g. [10–12, 66, 73, 77, 79].
4 See e.g. [30, 31, 36, 74].
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reasonings as arguments involving instances of it. Let us emphasize that the goal
of this paper is not to develop a new solution to the paradoxes. Having effectively
unified both the functioning and the root of semantic and soritical paradoxes, we
argue that this reduction allows us to assess existing theories of truth and vagueness,
to correctly predict which logics can non-trivially solve the paradoxes, and to guide
to the development of new, unified theories.

The paper has the ambition to speak to different types of readers, and presupposes
minimal background. Sections 1-3 concisely present our target topics, while Sections
4-5 develop our unification and reduction of the paradoxes.

1 Paradoxes and Three-Valued Logics

In Section 1, we introduce a formal language that is expressive enough to formulate
the principles that are at the root of semantic and soritical paradoxes, and four three-
valued logics that have been employed to address them. Section 2 introduces theories
of truth over those three-valued logics, and their treatment of semantic and revenge
paradoxes. Section3 presents theories of vagueness built over the same logics, together
with their treatment of soritical and HOV-paradoxes.

1.1 Languages andModels

We introduce a formal language that satisfies theminimal requirements that are needed
to formulate both semantic and soritical paradoxes.

Definition 1.1 Lt,v is a first-order language (including a propositional constant ⊥ for
‘absurdity’) that satisfies the following requirements:

(i) Lt,v includes a predicate Tr, and countably many predicates P1, P2, . . ., Pn , . . .
(ii) For every Pi , Lt,v includes one binary relation constant ∼Pi and countably many

individual constants cPi
1 , cPi

2 , , . . ., cPi
n , . . . (for simplicity, we omit the super-

scripts).
(iii) It is possible to define in Lt,v a function � � s.t. for every Lt,v-formula ϕ, �ϕ� is

a closed term.
(iv) There is at least one Lt,v-structure M with support M s.t. (a) M is countable,

(b) M is acceptable in the sense of Moschovakis, (c) for every a ∈ M there is
an Lt,v-constant ca .

(v) For every open Lt,v-formula ϕ(x), there is an Lt,v-term tϕ s.t. tϕ = �ϕ(tϕ/x)� in
the selected acceptable model, where ϕ(tϕ/x) is the result of uniformly replacing
every free occurrence of x with tϕ in ϕ.

Requirement (i) makes sure that the language Lt,v features a predicate for ‘truth’ (Tr)
and vague predicates (P1, P2, . . ., Pn , . . .). Requirement (ii) ensures that for each vague
predicate P there is a similarity relation (∼P), and names of individuals that can be
used in a soritical series. Requirements (iii)-(v) make sure that Lt,v can be used to
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formalize truth-predications. The truth predicate is a predicate and, as such, it applies
to terms. However, the relevant applications of the truth predicate are to terms that
denote sentences, as “‘Charpentier was a great composer’ is true”. This sentence has
the form Tr(t), where t is the term ‘Charpentier was a great composer’, i.e. a term
denoting a sentence (a name for a sentence).5 Therefore, requirement (iii) makes sure
that, for every Lt,v-sentence ϕ, there is a term �ϕ� denoting it. �ϕ� can be understood
as a name of ϕ, so that the function �·� can be taken to work as quotation marks.
Requirement (iv) is a technical requirement, and goes hand in hand with requirement
(v): a model is acceptable if, essentially, it has an in-build, well-behaved coding
mechanism—exactly of the kind used in defining �ϕ�.6 The requirement that Lt,v has
constants for each element of at least one (countable) acceptable model dispenses with
the need to introduce variable assignments. Finally, requirement (v) makes sure that it
is possible to formulate paradoxical sentences. Consider the open formula¬Tr(x), i.e.
‘x is not true’. By (v), there is a term, call it tλ, that denotes �¬Tr(tλ)� in the selected
acceptable model. Let’s use λ to abbreviate the sentence ¬Tr(tλ). λ is a Liar sentence
and can be informally interpreted as saying that tλ is not true. But what is tλ? Is a name
of ¬Tr(tλ), i.e. a name of λ itself. Therefore, there is a sense in which λ says of itself
that it is not true.7

� � λ
MDiagλ

� � ¬Tr(tλ)

where � is whichever consequence relation we will be employing.8

Terms, closed terms, formulae, and closed formulae (i.e. sentences) of Lt,v are
defined as usual. We use s and t to range over Lt,v-terms, ϕ, ψ , and χ to range
over Lt,v-formulae, and � and � to range over sets of Lt,v-formulae. We take ¬,
∧, and ∀ as primitive, while ∨, →, ↔, and ∃ are defined in the usual way. Open
terms and formulae will be explicitly indicated (as in t(x) and ϕ(x)). ‘ϕ ∈ Lt,v’
and ‘� ⊆ Lt,v’ are abbreviations for ‘ϕ is an Lt,v-sentence’ and ‘� is a set of Lt,v-
sentences’ respectively. ‘S.t.’ abbreviates ‘such that’.

5 Applications of the truth predicate to terms that do not denote sentences, as in ‘the number zero is true’,
seem to be misapplications of the truth predicate. Similarly, we are not considering cases where ‘true’ is
used as a synonym of ‘authentic’, as in ‘a true friend’, or ‘a true Chagall’.
6 For the definition, see [55], Ch. 4. Acceptability will ensure that the semantic construction in Section 2.1,
due to [49], can actually be carried out.
7 Requirement (v) requires Lt,v to have a constant for the primitive recursive function of substitution,
and theories formulated in Lt,v to have defining equations for it. For details see [42, 60]. Requirement
(v) enables us to employ the sentence-formation process just described—‘strong diagonalization’—and
employ it in inferences in any theory that we are going to consider. More explicitly, we are going to avail
ourselves of a meta-rule of inference of the following kind (we exemplify it here with λ and ¬Tr(tλ)):
8 This meta-inferential formulation of diagonalization is required, because the ‘usual’ form of diagonaliza-
tion (‘weak diagonalization’) involving a biconditional is not available in some of the theories we consider
(e.g. those based on the paracomplete logic K3: see [52], p. 111 and following), and the inferential form of
diagonalization (λ � ¬Tr(�λ�) and ¬Tr(�λ�) � λ fails in theories based on non-reflexive logics.
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Truth meets vagueness 1641

1.2 Naïveté and the Semantic Paradoxes

The truth predicate is often argued to satisfy a property of naïveté, to the effect that,
for any sentence ϕ, ϕ and Tr(�ϕ�) are in some sense equivalent. One way to spell out
naïveté requires that all the instances of the following schema be validated:

(Tr- Schema) ϕ ↔ Tr(�ϕ�).

Alternatively, one can require naïve rules, to the effect that Tr(�ϕ�) can be always
inferred from ϕ, and vice versa:

� � ϕ
Tr-Intro

� � Tr(�ϕ�)

� � Tr(�ϕ�)
Tr-Elim

� � ϕ

where � is the consequence relation of the target theory of truth. Finally, the truth
predicate might be required to obey an inter-substitutivity requirement, to the effect
that ϕ and Tr(�ϕ�) are always intersubstitutable (in all non-opaque contexts). More
precisely, it is required that from ψ one can always infer any formula ψ t that results
from ψ by replacing, possibly non-uniformly, a subformula ϕ of ψ with Tr(�ϕ�) or
vice versa. Let’s call ψ t a truth-theoretic substitution of ψ .

A naïveté requirement for truth seems well-motivated by both linguistic reflection
on the behavior of the truth predicate in natural languages, and the role of the truth
predicate in formulating truth-conditions.9 Moreover, naïveté seems required for the
truth predicate to fulfill its expressive role in expressing agreement anddisagreement.10

What matters for us is that virtually all formulations of naïveté give rise to semantic
paradoxes, over sufficiently strong logic and base theory.

Now, what is a semantic paradox? As far as we know, there is no standard definition
in the literature. Typically, when semantic paradoxes are introduced (in a classroom,
a paper, or a book), they are presented via representative examples, such as the Liar or
Curry’s Paradox, and no general definition is provided. Such examples take two main
forms: proof-theoretical proofs of triviality – i.e. derivations of any sentence ϕ in a
given formal systems that incorporates logical rules, the naïve truth-theoretical princi-
ples, and the definition of sentences such as λ, as in [56] –, or asmodel-theoretic proofs
that use sentences such as λ to show that no classical interpretation of the language
exists that is consistent with naïveté. Since our approach is mainlymodel-theoretic, we
will only provide model-theoretic examples of paradoxes, and later model-theoretic
characterizations. Here is a model-theoretic presentation (from [67]).

Example 1.2 (The Liar Paradox, as a model-theoretic non-existence proof) Suppose
there is a classical valuation v s.t. v(ϕ) = v(Tr(�ϕ�)), for every ϕ ∈ Lt,v. Since v is
a classical valuation, either v(λ) = 1 or v(λ) = 0.

– If v(λ) = 1, then v(¬Tr(�λ�)) = 1 (by definition of λ), but also v(¬λ) = 1 (by
naïveté), which is absurd.

9 A locus classicus is [14]. See [34] for the claim that truth-conditions for natural language sentences
should be formulated via a self-applicable truth predicate.
10 See [24] (Ch. 13), [61], and [57] .
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– If v(λ) = 0, then v(¬Tr(�λ�)) = 0 (by definition of λ), but also v(¬λ) = 0 (by
naïveté), which is also absurd.

Since both v(λ) = 1 and v(λ) = 0 lead to absurdity, there is no such valuation v.

1.3 Tolerance and the Soritical Paradoxes

Vague predicates (such as ‘rich’, ‘tall’, ‘red’, . . .) are often argued to satisfy a property
of tolerance. Let P be a vague predicate. Tolerance for P dictates that, if s is P and t
is very similar to s as far as P is concerned (in symbols, s ∼P t), then t is P as well.

(Tolerance) ∀x∀y(P(x) ∧ x ∼P y → P(y))

As with naïveté, tolerance can also be formulated as an inference rule:

(Tolerance- inf) P(si ) ∧ si ∼P s j � P(s j )

or as a meta-inference rule:
� � P(si ) � � si ∼P s j

Tolerance- meta

�,� � P(s j )

For simplicity, we will use Tolerance by default, keeping in mind that its infer-
ential or meta-inferential formulation might be required in some of the theories we
consider later.11

Just like naïveté, also tolerance for vague predicates is conceptually and linguisti-
cally well-motivated.12 [78] goes so far as to argue that our understanding of vague
predicates requires them to obey a tolerance principle. And, just like naïveté for truth,
also tolerance gives rise to paradoxes (called ‘soritical’ from the adjective derived
from soros (σωρóς ) the ancient Greek word for ‘heap’, as the notion of heap was
used to exemplify the paradox).

The soritical paradoxes have a more standard presentation than the semantic ones,
and are typically presented as arguments displaying a structure of the following kind:

1. P(c0) [Premiss 1]
2. c0 ∼P c1 [Premiss 2]
3. P(c0) ∧ c0 ∼P c1 [1, 2, ∧-I]
4. ∀x∀y(P(x) ∧ x ∼P y → P(y)) [Tolerance]
5. P(c0) ∧ c0 ∼P c1 → P(c1) [3, ∀-E]
6. P(c1) [3, 5, →-E]

11 For more details on the formalization of tolerance, see [13, 74]. Two immediate generalizations of
tolerance involve (a) predicates of arbitrary arity:

∀xi , . . . , ∀xn∀y1, . . . , ∀yn(P(xi , . . . , xn) ∧ 〈xi , . . . , xn〉 ∼P 〈yi , . . . , yn〉 → P(yi , . . . , yn)),

and (b) multi-dimensional vague predicates ([28, 29, 45]), i.e. predicates whose applicability is determined
by several aspects of their meaning, such as ‘intelligent’/‘stupid’, ‘good’/‘bad’, ‘successful’/‘unsuccessful’,
etc. Generalizing tolerance in these two directions would bring us far afield from our main focus. However,
it is clear that our results can be readily adapted to more complex versions of tolerance.
12 See e.g. [8, 15, 16, 20, 41, 46, 54, 78]. For critical discussions, see e.g. [27, 37]. For empirical investi-
gations into vague concepts, see e.g. [1, 18, 19, 40, 50, 75, 76].
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7.
... [reiterate the above passages, starting with 6]

P(cn)

This reasoning is paradoxical because it seemingly shows that every individual has the
property P, including those which clearly do not. Soritical paradoxes are not typically
given model-theoretic presentations, but that is easy enough to do.

Example 1.3 (A soritical paradox for P, as model-theoretic proof). Suppose there is a
classical valuation v s.t.:

v(P(c0)) = 1

v(ci ∼P ci+1) = 1, for every i

v(∀x∀y(P(x) ∧ x ∼P y → P(y))) = 1

Since v is classical, v(∀x∀y(P(x)∧x ∼P y → P(y))) = 1 entails that v(P(c0)∧c0 ∼P
c1 → P(c1)) = 1, and since v(P(c0)) = 1 and v(c0 ∼P c1) = 1, also v(P(c1))) = 1.
By induction, for every n, v(P(cn)) = 1.

1.4 Three-Valued Logics

In order to avoid semantic and soritical paradoxes, several authors have advocated the
use of non-classical logics. For concreteness, here we focus on three-valued truth-
functional logics.13

Definition 1.4 A three-valued model M is a pair 〈M, f 〉, where M is a non-empty set
and f is a multi-function from closedLt,v-terms to M and from atomicLt,v-sentences
to the set {0, 1/2, 1}.

Using three-valued models, one can define valuations that extend the assignments
of values in {0, 1/2, 1} to logically complex formulae. A widely used valuation in
three-valued logics is given by strong Kleene semantics [6, 47].

Definition 1.5 For every three-valued model M = 〈M, f 〉, the strong Kleene valua-
tion induced by M is the function vM from sentences to {0, 1/2, 1} s.t.:

vM(R(t0, . . . , tn)) := f (R(t0, . . . , tn))

vM(¬ϕ) := 1 − vM(ϕ)

vM(ϕ ∧ ψ) := min(vM(ϕ), vM(ψ))

vM(∀xϕ(x)) := inf{vM(ϕ(t)) ∈ {0, 1/2, 1} | t is a closed Lt,v-term}

13 For semantic paradoxes, see e.g. [3, 6, 11, 24, 25, 38, 43, 49, 58, 62, 64, 66]. For soritical paradoxes,
see e.g. [5, 16, 26, 35, 39, 51, 69]. [10, 12] present a simultaneous semantics for truth and vagueness.
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The clauses of a strong Kleene valuation are just the classical valuation, general-
ized to {0, 1/2, 1}. Definitions 1.4 and 1.5 provide a semantics for Lt,v but not yet a
logic. Usingmany-valued valuations, several notions of logical consequence are defin-
able. We now present four logics that can be defined using strong Kleene semantics,
following [10].

Definition 1.6 For every � ⊆ Lt,v, a valuation e makes � strictly true (s-true) if, for
every ϕ ∈ �, v(ϕ) = 1, and e makes � tolerantly true (t-true) if for every ϕ ∈ �,
v(ϕ) ≥ 1/2.

Definition 1.7 ss, tt, st, and ts

– Strict-strict logic. � ss-entails ϕ (in symbols � |�ss ϕ) if for every three-valued
modelM, every vM induced byM that makes all the sentences in� s-true, makes
ϕ s-true.

– Tolerant-tolerant logic. � tt-entails ϕ (� |�tt ϕ) if for every three-valued model
M, every vM induced by M that makes all the sentences in � t-true, makes ϕ

t-true.
– Tolerant-strict logic. � ts-entails ϕ (� |�ts ϕ) if for every three-valued modelM,
every vM induced byM that makes all the sentences in � t-true, makes ϕ s-true.

– Strict-tolerant logic. � st-entails ϕ (� |�st ϕ) if for every partial three-valuedM,
every vM induced byM that makes all the sentences in � s-true, makes ϕ t-true.

ss is a paracomplete logic, that notably does not validate the introduction rules for
negation and conditional: there are � ∪ {ϕ,ψ} ⊆ Lt,v s.t.:

�, ϕ |�ss ⊥ but � �|�ss ¬ϕ

�, ϕ |�ss ψ but � �|�ss ϕ → ψ

tt is a paraconsistent logic, which does not validate ex falso quodlibet, i.e. ϕ∧¬ϕ �|�tt
ψ , nor the elimination rules for negative connectives: there are � ∪ {ϕ,ψ} ⊆ Lt,v s.t.:

� |�tt ϕ and � |�tt ¬ϕ but � �|�tt ⊥
�, ϕ, ϕ → ψ �|�tt ψ

ts is a non-reflexive logic (ϕ �|�ts ϕ) that does not validate any classical inference, but
is closed under classically valid meta-inferences (e.g., the classically valid rules of a
sequent calculus). Finally, st is a non-transitive logic, that validates all the classical
laws and inferences, and does not validate somemeta-inferences, including transitivity
and modus ponens formulated as a meta-inference: there are � ∪ {ϕ,ψ} ⊆ Lt,v s.t.:

� |�st ϕ and � |�st ϕ → ψ but �,� �|�st ψ

� |�st ϕ and �,ϕ |�st ψ but �,� �|�st ψ

The logical differences between ss, tt, ts, and st determine also which form of naïveté
and tolerance can be supported by these logics.14

14 For more on ss, tt, ts, and st, see [59]. For the connections between ss and ts, and between tt and st, see
[2].
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Truth meets vagueness 1645

2 Naïve Truth in Three-Valued Logics

2.1 Semantic Paradoxes in Three-Valued Logics

We now use strong Kleene semantics and the logics ss, tt, ts, and st to formulate
theories of truth. In order to include a treatment of truth-predications, we move from
a starting acceptable three-valued model M = 〈M, f 〉 to a triple 〈M, f , S〉, where
S is the extension of the truth predicate, i.e. the elements of M to which Tr applies.
The main model-theoretic technique to construct such an extension was articulated
by [49], and it consists in building the extension of Tr in stages, indexed by ordinals.
At stage 0, nothing is in the extension of Tr, so 〈M, f , S0〉 = 〈M, f , ∅〉. At stage 1,
Tr only applies to atomic sentences of the truth-free fragment Lt,v which are satisfied
by the starting three-valued model, and to negated atomic sentences of the truth-free
fragment of Lt,v which are not satisfied by the starting model. More formally:

〈M, f , S1〉 = 〈M, f , {P(s) ∈ L | P �= Tr and f (s) ∈ f (P)} ∪
{¬Q(t) ∈ L | Q �= Tr and f (t) ∈ f (¬Q)}〉

For example, s = s is in S1: in every acceptableM, the pair 〈s, s〉 is in the extension
of the identity relation in M. A successor stage of Kripke’s construction is obtained
by the application of a monotone operator on sets of (codes of) sentences. For any set
of (codes of) sentences A, let � be the operator such that ϕ ∈ �(A) if:

ϕ is ¬¬ψ and ψ ∈ A, or
ϕ is ψ ∧ χ , ψ ∈ A, and χ ∈ A, or
ϕ is ¬(ψ ∧ χ) and (¬ψ ∈ A or ¬χ ∈ A), or
ϕ is ∀xψ(x) and for every closed L-term s, ψ(s) ∈ A, or
ϕ is ¬∀xψ(x) and for some closed L-term s, ¬ψ(s) ∈ A, or
ϕ is Tr(�ψ�) and ψ ∈ A, or
ϕ is ¬Tr(�ψ�) and ¬ψ ∈ A.

� takes (codes of) sentences in M as input, and outputs sentences that result from (i)
combinations of such sentences that preserve value 1 in the strong Kleene valuations,
(ii) truth-predications of sentences in M , and negated truth-predications of sentences
whose negation is in M . Using �, we define the successor stage of Kripke’s construc-
tion: 〈M, f , Sα+1〉 = 〈M, f , Sα ∪ �(Sα)〉. Finally, at limit stages, one takes unions.
For λ a limit ordinal, put 〈M, f , Sλ〉 = 〈M, f ,

⋃
α<λ Sα〉.

Kripke’s construction of an extension for the truth predicate grows with ordinals.
However, there are more ordinals than sets of Lt,v-sentences: ordinals are too many
to form a set, while there are set-many sets of Lt,v-sentences. This means that there is
a smallest (limit, and in our case countable) ordinal ζ s.t. at stage ζ , all the sentences
that can be added to the extension of the truth predicate with this method have been
added. In other words, the construction reaches a final stage, called a fixed point:

�(Sζ ) = Sζ and therefore 〈M, f , Sζ 〉 = 〈M, f , Sζ+1〉
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1646 R. Bruni and L. Rossi

The process we described delivers the least Kripke fixed point Sζ , and 〈M, f , Sζ 〉
is the least Kripke model for Lt,v. More generally, every set A s.t. �(A) = A is a
Kripke fixed point, and 〈M, f , A〉 is the corresponding Kripke model. For simplicity,
we restrict ourself to consistent Kripke models, i.e. Kripke models 〈M, f , A〉 where
no sentence ψ is in A together with its negation ¬ψ .

Let’s now explicitly associate a valuation to a Kripke model.

Definition 2.1 For every Kripke model M = 〈M, f , S〉 for Lt,v, the Kripke (strong
Kleene) valuation induced by M is the function e from sentences to {0, 1/2, 1} s.t.:

vM(ϕ) :=

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1, if ϕ ∈ S

0, if ¬ϕ ∈ S
1/2, otherwise

The following is immediate:

Lemma 2.2 For every Kripke model M, the valuation vM is a strong Kleene valua-
tion, and it validates a form of naïveté: for every ϕ ∈ Lt,v and every truth-theoretic
substitution ϕt, vM(ϕ) = vM(ϕt).

Let’s call the above valuations ‘Kripke-Kleene’. Finally, we associate theories of
truth proper to the above models and valuations. We consider four such theories,
corresponding to the four logics introduced above.

Definition 2.3 sst, ttt, stt, and tst

– � sst-entails ϕ (� |�sst ϕ) if for every Kripke model M, if the Kripke-Kleene
valuation vM makes all the sentences in � s-true, it also makes ϕ s-true.

– � ttt-entails ϕ (� |�ttt ϕ) if for every Kripke model M, if the Kripke-Kleene
valuation vM makes all the sentences in � t-true, it also makes ϕ t-true.

– � tst-entails ϕ (� |�tst ϕ) if for every Kripke model M, if the Kripke-Kleene
valuation vM makes all the sentences in � t-true, it also makes ϕ s-true.

– � stt-entails ϕ (� |�stt ϕ) if for every Kripke model M, if the Kripke-Kleene
valuation vM makes all the sentences in � s-true, it also makes ϕ s-true.

sst, ttt, tst, and stt share the same Kripke models, but their logical differences has
an impact on the versions of naïveté they recover, as detailed in the next result (the
proof is routine, and follows from Lemma 2.2).

Proposition 2.4

– For every ϕ ∈ Lt,v, ϕ |�sst ϕt, ϕ |�ttt ϕt, and ϕ |�stt ϕt.
– For some ϕ ∈ Lt,v, ϕ �|�tst ϕt (e.g. letting ϕ be λ). However, for every � ∪ {ϕ} ⊆
Lt,v:

� |�tst ϕ
MSubTr

� |�tst ϕt
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- Letting ϕt be Tr(�ϕ�), it follows that the following naïve rules hold:

�, ϕ |�sst Tr(�ϕ�); �, ϕ |�ttt Tr(�ϕ�); �, ϕ |�stt Tr(�ϕ�)

�, Tr(�ϕ�) |�sst ϕ; �, Tr(�ϕ�) |�ttt ϕ; �, Tr(�ϕ�) |�stt ϕ

� |�tst ϕ

� |�tst Tr(�ϕ�)

� |�tst Tr(�ϕ�)

� |�tst ϕ

- For every ϕ ∈ Lt,v:

|�ttt ϕ ↔ Tr(�ϕ�) |�stt ϕ ↔ Tr(�ϕ�)

However:
�|�sst λ ↔ Tr(�λ�) �|�tst λ ↔ Tr(�λ�)

This completes the picture of three-valued logics applied to truth and semantic
paradox. It is now easy to see how each of sst, ttt, stt, and tst blocks the paradoxical
reasonings presented in Section 1.2.

2.2 Revenge Paradoxes in Three-Valued Logics

Revenge paradoxes are arguments to the effect that a solution to the semantic paradoxes
itself generates new paradoxes. Let T be a non-trivial theory of truth. Qua non-trivial
theory of truth, T avoids the semantic paradoxes, by restricting truth-theoretical or log-
ical principles. A revenge argument against T aims at showing that there are semantic
notions that, if formulated in the language of T and characterized by intuitive princi-
ples (akin to naïveté for truth), give rise to triviality results similar to the ‘standard’
paradoxes such as the Liar. Crucially, revenge paradoxes are often justified by the
very theories they are directed against: the revenge-breeding semantic notions are
usually motivated by some features of T itself, typically definable in T ’s (classical)
meta-theory.

For concreteness, let’s focus on a specific revenge-breeding notion: bivalent deter-
minateness. Consider the Liar sentence λ. In no Kripke-Kleene valuation is λ assigned
value 1. There is, therefore, a (classical) sense in which λ is not true. However, this
claim cannot be expressed in the object-language, for in every Kripke-Kleene valu-
ation the sentence ¬Tr(�λ�)—which formalizes this claim—also receives value 1/2.
Attempts to capture the status of λ (and relevantly similar sentences) fail because no
connective is definable in strong Kleene semantics that delivers the desired value.
However, it is possible to draw this distinction—between sentences that have value
1 and sentences that don’t—in our (classical) meta-theory: we have just informally
done so. Therefore, a suitable operator can be added to the language to express the
desired distinction, and the untrue status of λ. Let D (for ‘determinately’) be the unary
operator governed by the truth-table in Fig. 1. If ϕ is assigned value 0 or 1/2 in a strong
Kleene valuation, ¬D(ϕ) has value 1, thus formally expressing the idea that ϕ is not
determinate, or not classically, fully, strictly (what have you) true.

However, a Liar-like paradox immediately arises if we combine determinateness
with naïve truth. It is easy to see that combining strong Kleene negation with D yields,
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1648 R. Bruni and L. Rossi

Fig. 1 Truth table for the determinateness operator

essentially, classical negation. Therefore, a Liar sentence formulated involving ¬D
(rather than simply¬) is incompatible with naïve truth. Here is a semantic presentation
of the paradox.15

Example 2.5 (The Determinateness Liar Paradox) Suppose there is a Kripke-Kleene
valuation v s.t. it interprets D as in Fig. 1. Let λD be equivalent to ¬D(Tr(λD)). Since
v is a strong Kleene valuation, either v(λD) = 1, or v(λD) = 1/2, or v(λD) = 0.

– If v(λD) = 1, then v(Tr(λD)) = 1 = v(D(Tr(λD))). Hence v(¬D(Tr(λD))) = 0 =
λD, which is impossible.

– If v(λD) = 1/2, v(Tr(λD)) = 1/2, v(D(Tr(λD))) = 0 and v(¬D(Tr(λD))) = 1 =
v(λD) follow, which is impossible.

– If v(λD) = 0, then v(Tr(λD)) = 0 = v(D(Tr(λD))). Hence v(¬D(Tr(λD))) = 1 =
λD, which is impossible.

This revenge paradox has an immediate consequence:

Proposition 2.6 No Kripke model can be expanded to a model that sst-, ttt-, tst-, or
stt-validates both intersubstitutivity of truth and determinateness.

3 Vagueness in Three-Valued Logics

3.1 Soritical Paradoxes in Three-Valued Logics

We now consider the applications of strong Kleene semantics and our four logics to
vague predicates and to soritical paradoxes. Consider a vague predicate P (such as
‘tall’), and a countable set C = {c0, c1, . . .}. Assume that c0 is a clear case of P, and
that c0, c1, . . . are progressively ordered as far as the application of P goes: c0 is the
clearest case of P, c1 is the clearest case of P after c0, and so on. Finally, assume
that there is a c j which is a borderline case of P, and that there is an n such that cn

is a clear case of not-P. We now encode these assumptions in a three-valued model
M = 〈M, f 〉 and the valuation vM based on it.

(a) vM(P(c0)) = 1.
(b) There is an individual c j s.t. vM(P(c j )) = 1/2.
(c) There is an individual cn s.t. vM(P(cn)) = 0.

15 Some authors have argued that revenge paradoxes (of this kind) are not genuine paradoxes. We find that
criticism to be misguided, but we will not enter the debate here, for reasons of space. We work under the
assumption that revenge paradoxes are genuine paradoxes. See [23] and [67] for discussion.
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Fig. 2 A soritical model

(d) For every q, vM(cq ∼P cq+1) = 1.
(e) vM(P(cq)) ≥ vM(P(cr )) just in case q ≤ r .

Call a three-valued model and valuation that respects all of (a)-(e) soritical. Appli-
cation of vague predicates respects always the same pattern in soritical models:

(i) By (c) and the least number principle (LNP), there is a smallest l s.t. vM(P(cl)) =
0. By (a), (b), and (e), 0 < j < l ≤ n. By (e), for every m ≥ l, vM(P(cm)) = 0.

(ii) By (b) and LNP, there is a smallest i s.t. vM(P(ci )) = 1/2. By (a) and (e),
0 < i ≤ j < l. By (e), for every k s.t. i ≤ k < l, vM(P(ck)) = 1/2.

(iii) By (a) and (e), for any q, if 0 ≤ q < i , then vM(P(cq)) = 1.

We can visualize (i)-(ii) as in Fig. 2.
We now use soritical models and valuations to specify theories of vagueness, which

employ our four three-valued logics.

Definition 3.1 ssv, ttv, stv, and tsv

– � |�ssv ϕ if for every soritical model M and every induced valuation vM, if vM
makes all the sentences in � s-true, it also makes ϕ s-true.

– � |�ttv ϕ if for every soritical model M and every induced valuation vM, if vM
makes all the sentences in � t-true, it also makes ϕ t-true.

– � |�tsv ϕ if for every soritical model M and every induced valuation vM, if vM
makes all the sentences in � t-true, it also makes ϕ s-true.

– � |�stv ϕ if for every soritical model M and every induced valuation vM, if vM
makes all the sentences in � s-true, it also makes ϕ t-true.

ssv, ttv, tsv, and stv share the same soritical models, but their logical differences
induce differences in the principles they satisfy about vagueness, as the next result
shows.
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Proposition 3.2

– ttv and stv are tolerant logics. For every vague predicate P:

|�ttv ∀x∀y(P(x) ∧ x ∼P y → P(y)) |�stv ∀x∀y(P(x) ∧ x ∼P y → P(y))

– ssv and tsv are intolerant logics. For every vague predicate P:

�|�ssv ∀x∀y(P(x) ∧ x ∼P y → P(y)) �|�tsv ∀x∀y(P(x) ∧ x ∼P y → P(y))

Notice that nothing changes if (Tolerance- inf) or (Tolerance- meta) are con-
sidered instead: ssv and tsv remain intolerant logics. This concludes our presentation
of three-valued logics applied to vague predicates: it is easy to apply the results in this
section to show how each of ssv, ttv, tsv, and stv blocks the paradoxical reasoning
introduced in 1.3.

3.2 Higher-Order Vagueness in Three-Valued Logics

Higher-order vagueness is also characterized as the paradoxical form of vagueness that
affects a given (non-classical) theory of vagueness, and the corresponding solution to
soritical paradoxes. Consider a theory of vagueness V . Qua, non-trivial theory of
vagueness, V avoids the soritical paradoxes, by restricting tolerance or classical logic
(or both). A HOV argument against V aims at showing that there are sentences in the
meta-theory of V that are affected by the same vagueness that is displayed by object-
linguistic sentences. In other words, the meta-theory of V also gives rise to soritical
paradoxes, much like ordinary vague expressions do in the object-language.

The similarities between revenge and HOV paradoxes are striking. Both seem to be
generated by the same dynamics: a mismatch between a non-classical object-theory
and a classical meta-theory. In the case of revenge, the mismatch reinstates essentially
the same form of paradoxicality that shows classical logic to be incompatible with
naïveté. How about higher-order vagueness? Consider a borderline case of a vague
predicate P. We have seen that, using strong Kleene valuations, we cannot characterize
the status of a sentence with value 1/2. Let’s then add again bivalent determinateness
to our language. A HOV-sorites immediately arises:

1. D(P(c0)) [Premiss 1]
2. c0 ∼D(P) c1 [Premiss 2]
3. D(P(c0)) ∧ c0 ∼D(P) c1 [1, 2, ∧-I]
4. ∀x∀y(D(P(x)) ∧ x ∼D(P) y → D(P(y)) [Tolerance]
5. D(P(c0)) ∧ c0 ∼D(P) c1 → D(P(c1)) [3, ∀-E]
6. D(P(c1)) [3, 5, →-E]

7.
... [reiterate the above passages, starting with 6]

D(P(cn))

A model-theoretical presentation can be easily extracted from this description.
Since only tt and st are tolerant (Proposition 3.2), it is instructive to observe how
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Fig. 3 A soritical model for determinateness

they would treat the above paradox. Let M be a soritical model. By construction,
vM(D(P(c0))) = 1 = vM(D(P(c1))) = . . . = vM(D(P(ci−1))). Moreover, for every
c j s.t. j ≥ i , vM(D(P(c j ))) = 0. The model can be visualized in Fig. 3.

Clearly, D(P(ci−1)) ∧ ci−1 ∼D(P) ci → D(P(ci )) has value 0, and therefore Tol-
erance is not generally tolerantly valid. More generally:

Proposition 3.3 No soritical model can be expanded to a model that ssv-, ttv-, tsv-,
or stv-validates both tolerance and determinateness.

One could object to the legitimacy of the above HOV-sorites as follows: the claim
that any two cm and cm+1 are similarwith respect toD(P) is not justified, becauseD pre-
cisely distinguishes between cases of P that, while similar, fall into different semantic
categories. Therefore, cm ∼D(P) cm+1 does not generally hold, and the corresponding
case of Tolerance isn’t justified either. Here’s our reply. The objection is based on
the semantics of D, an operator intended to capture ‘determinately’. Even if we make
a technical use of ‘determinately’ to distinguish clear from borderline cases of ‘tall’
in a model, ‘determinately tall’ remains a vague predicate of natural language, and a
tolerant one too, as anyone’s linguistic competence can attest. Therefore, we are not
entitled to reject tolerance because of its conflict with the intended, pre-theoretic inter-
pretation of a predicate: otherwise, we could reject tolerance for ‘tall’ on the basis that
it is incompatible with the classical semantics for ‘tall’. So, either we reject tolerance
tout court, or we accept it for all the predicates which are intuitively tolerant in natural
languages. What is unjustified is accepting tolerance only for some vague predicates,
just because accepting it across the board conflicts with our theory. Rather, that our
theory cannot accommodate it indicates that it hasn’t blocked soritical paradoxes in
all their breadth: soritical paradoxes resurface as soon as some semantic notions, such
as determinateness, are made explicit – a typical revenge dynamics.

Before moving on, note that we have presented Kripkean fixed-point models and
soritical models separately, focusing first on the truth-theoretical fragment of Lt,v and
then on its vague fragment. We did so to keep the presentation simple, but the two
models can be combined with no effort. One simply starts with a soritical model—
that gives to atomic sentences of the form P(c) value 1, 1/2, or 0—and builds a Kripke
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fixed point over it. However, giving an explicitly unified interpretation to both the
truth-theoretical and the vague parts of Lt,v was not important for presenting Kripke
and soritical models. It will become important just now.

4 Unifying the Paradoxes

Although paradoxes of truth and vagueness can be loosely connected via generic
features (they are both arguments to triviality, or non-existence results), until now
they remain heterogeneous phenomena: they have different catalysts, and there is no
obvious similarity between their fine-grained structure. Yet, some clues suggest a
deeper similarity between the paradoxes. For instance, in both the revenge and HOV
cases, the catalyst of the paradox—bivalent determinateness—and the reasoning that
leads to the paradoxical arguments—expressing classical (meta-theoretical) notions
in a non-classical (object-)theory—are the same. This suggests that revenge and HOV
paradoxes obtain by applying the same pattern of reasoning ‘on top’ of the correspond-
ing paradoxes. Should the latter be identified (in some sense to be made precise), such
identification would carry over to the revenge and HOV case.

In this part of the paper, we substantiate the idea that paradoxes of truth and vague-
ness are deeply related, by pursuing a two-fold strategy. First, in this section, we
formalize and analyze the paradoxes in a suitable unified setting. This requires extend-
ing the traditional notion of model in such a way that paradoxical reasoning, rather
than showing that certain models do not exist, can indeed be modeled. We do so by
generalizing an equational semantics, originally developed in [68], where sentences
are assigned equation systems rather than simple numerical values. We then develop
our equational semantics into a full-fledged notion of equational consequence, tai-
lored to analyze arguments that lead to contradiction via uses of naïveté and tolerance.
The upshot is that paradoxical arguments, including revenge and HOV-paradoxes, are
shown to display the same kind of (problematic) reasoning pattern, which becomes
visible to an equational analysis. For this reason, we call this a unification of the
paradoxes of truth and vagueness.

In Section 5, we push our unification further: we single out a principle of indis-
cernibility, and show that naïveté and tolerance are special cases of it. We call this a
reduction of the paradoxes of truth and vagueness. Unification and reduction provide
us with two different but related answers to the questionwhether semantic and soritical
paradoxes should be identified. On the basis of what we call unification, semantic and
soritical paradoxes can be identified in the sense they can be thought of as ‘similar’
arguments—our model provides the relevant sense of similarity. On the basis of what
we call reduction, semantic and soritical paradoxes can be identified in the sense that
naïveté and tolerance both derive from the same principle, i.e. indiscernibility.

4.1 Heuristics

Let us now explain the basic idea of our equational semantics, mostly via examples.
Consider an arbitraryLt,v-sentence ϕ. Ifϕ is an atomic, non-semantic sentence (i.e., an
atomic sentencewhich is not a truth-predication), then its semantic value is determined
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by the base modelMwe are considering. If ϕ is a complex sentence, its value depends
on the value of its sub-formulae, as per Definition 1.5:

– if ϕ is ¬ψ , the value of it is 1− the value of ψ ,
– if ϕ is ψ ∧ χ , the value of it is the minimum of the values of ψ and χ ,
– if ϕ is ∀xψ(x), the value of it is the infimum of the values of its instances ψ(t).

The above clauses can be used to define valuation functions – as in Definition 1.5 –
but also equation systems. That is, we can write them as

– v = 1 − v1
– v = min(v1, v2)
– v = inf(w1, w2, . . .)

for v the value of ϕ, v1 the value of ψ , v2 the value of χ , and w1, w2, . . . the values of
ψ(t1), ψ(t2), . . .Since strongKleene semantics is compositional, this process goes on:
when we have associated equations with ϕ, we associate equations to its sub-formulae
ψ1, . . . , ψn, . . ., and then we associate equations with each of the latter, and so on.

Let’s consider one example. Suppose that Lt,v contains some arithmetical vocabu-
lary, interpreted in the usualway, and consider the sentence 0 = 1 → (0+n) �= (1+n).
By re-writing it using the official connectives ofLt,v, it becomes¬[0 = 1∧¬(0+n) �=
(1 + n)], which yields the following equation system:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

v = 1 − w

w = min(v1, v2)

v1 = 0

v2 = 1 − v3

v3 = 1

where v3 stands for the value of (0+n) �= (1+n), v2 for the value of¬(0+n) �= (1+n),
v1 for the value of 0 = 1, w the value of 0 = 1 ∧ ¬(0 + n) �= (1 + n), and v for the
value of¬[0 = 1∧¬(0+n) �= (1+n)]. The equations v1 = 0 and v3 = 1 are justified
by the assumption that the arithmetical vocabulary (0, 1, +) is interpreted in the usual
way. The system has a unique solution, namely v = v3 = 1 and w = v1 = v2 = 0, as
expected.

As the example shows, the target sentence ϕ is iteratively decomposed into its
subsentences until undecomposable elements are reached. The resulting sentences
determine an equation system, which follows the strong Kleene clauses. Finally, the
possible solutions of the systems are considered, to provide a value to all the subsen-
tences of ϕ and to ϕ itself. The solutions depend on the logical form of ϕ and on the
base model.

Until here, we just re-wrote the defining equations of a strong Kleene valuation
induced by a base model. We neglected the truth predicate, the vague vocabulary,
and the determinateness operator. Let’s start with truth. As above, we re-write the
semantics for truth-predications, provided by Kripke-Kleene valuations (Definition
2.1, Lemma 2.2) in equational terms:

– the value of Tr(�ψ�) is the value of ψ .
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The analysis of simple cases, such as Tr(�0 = 1 → (0 + n) �= (1 + n)�), is now
immediate. Let’s now look at a more interesting example, such as a Liar sentence
λ. λ is the sentence ¬Tr(tλ), for a term tλ that (in the selected model) denotes the
same element as �¬Tr(tλ)�. Therefore, we associate the equation v = 1 − w with
¬Tr(tλ), where v is the variable for the value of ¬Tr(tλ), and w for the value of Tr(tλ).
Moreover, we associate the equation w = v with Tr(tλ), in line with the above clause
to evaluate truth-predications. We therefore have the following system:

{
v = 1 − w

v = w

which has only one solution: v = 1/2 = w. A Liar sentence λ is associated with an
equation system which directly expresses that, given naïveté, λ must have the same
value as its negation, and that its only possible value is 1/2. Example of similar analyses
of paradoxical sentences – such as Curry’s sentences of McGee’s sentences – readily
multiply.

Does every equation system defined in this way have a unique solution? No. Coun-
terexamples, interestingly, correspond to specific kinds of paradoxical sentences.
Consider a truth-teller sentence τ , which abbreviates Tr(�tτ�), where the term tτ
denotes �Tr(�tτ�)�. τ (informally) says of itself that it is true. τ is easily seen to be
associated with the equation system consisting only of v = v, which clearly has as
many solutions as there are semantic values.On the other hand, the sentences employed
in revenge paradoxes yield equation systems with no solutions. As the reader can eas-
ily check, the Determinateness Liar sentence λD yields an equation system with no
solutions in our value space {1, 1/2, 0}.

Rossi (2019) shows that every sentence of languages such as our Lt,v can be asso-
ciated with an equation system of the above kind (via a suitable model-theoretic
construction). Such equation systems (as every equation system) give rise to three
possibilities: either it has a unique solution (in the selected value space), or it has
more than one solutions, or it has no solutions. Therefore, the solvability of equation
system is used, in [68], to provide an exhaustive characterization of sentences within
one single model:

– sentences whose equation admits a unique classical solution (i.e., 0 or 1) are
deemed classical (example: Tr(�0 = 0�));

– sentences whose equation admits a unique non-classical solution (i.e., 1/2) are
deemed Liar-like (example: λ)

– sentences whose equation admits more than one solution are deemed Truth-teller-
like (example: τ ).

– sentences whose equation admits no solution are deemed revenge-like (example:
λD).

Here, we are not concerned with a taxonomy of paradoxical sentences, but with the
structure of paradoxical reasoning. Therefore, we will extend the semantics of [68]
in order to cover the vague vocabulary as well, and then extend it from sentences to
arguments.
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4.2 Equational Semantics

Let N3 be our three-valued numerical value space, i.e., N3 = {0, 1/2, 1}. We now need
a language to assign equations to formulas of Lt,v.

Definition 4.1 Let L3 be the language whose alphabet includes:

– a set Var3 of variables {vϕ1 , . . . , vϕn , . . .}, where each ϕk is the k-th element in a
non-redundant enumeration of sentences of Lt,v,16

– a set Con3 containing an individual constant for every element in N3,
– a binary relation = for equality.

We now define terms and atomic formulae of L3, in order to formally define equa-
tions and equation systems. Equations are just atomic formulae of the form s = t , for
s, t L3-terms, and equation systems are sets of equations.

Definition 4.2 The set of L3-terms is defined by recursively closing Var3 and Con3
under the following operations:17

– (1 − x),
– min(x, y),
– inf{x1, x2, . . . , xn, . . .}.

Atomic L3-formulas are expressions of the form s = t , for L3-terms s and t .

Some notation: Let E3 denote the set of atomic L3-formulas, e (possibly with indices)
vary over elements of E3, E (possibly with indices) vary over elements of P(E3), and
let Var(E) indicate the collection of L3-variables appearing in E. We write Eϕ for the
equation system defined by ϕ (as shown in [68], every sentence ϕ is associated exactly
with one equation system). Finally, the L3-variable assigned to ϕ in Eϕ is called the
principal variable of Var(Eϕ), and will be denoted with vϕ .

The elements of E3 are the equations definable from the strong Kleene valuation
clauses from Definition 1.5. As in [68], these equations are assigned to Lt,v-formulae,
in a way that mimics the strong Kleene schema. The following definition provides a
semantics for Lt,v-sentences, which gives them both numerical values (as usual) and
equations.

Definition 4.3 A equational structure for Lt,v is a structure S3 given by

S3 = 〈M,Con3, E3, e, A〉

withM a soritical, acceptable Lt,v-structure, Con3 and E3 as above, and s.t.:

– e is a valuation function e : SentLt,v
�−→ P(E3) fromLt,v-sentences to equations,

obeying the clauses of Definition 1.5 and naïveté for truth;
– A is a set of partial functions α : {Var({e}) | e ∈ E3} �−→ Con3. That is, each α is
an assignment of values in Con3 to variables in Var({e}).

16 We often omit the subscript ϕi for simplicity.
17 Clearly, they match the operation employed in Definition 1.5.
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Weomit themodel-theoretic construction of the function e and of the set A (we refer
the reader to [68, Sections 3-4] for details). Informally, e works as in the presentation
given at the beginning of Section 4: e associates with an Lt,v-formula ϕ its equation
system Eϕ . More precisely:

– ifϕ is not a non-semantic atomic formula, thenEϕ includes the equation describing
how the semantic value of ϕ in N3 is calculated, depending on the logical form of
ϕ;

– Eϕ also contains the equations associated with the values of the subformulae of
ϕ, and for their subformulae, and so on until non-semantic atomic formulae are
reached; the latter are assigned equations of the form v = 0 or v = 1, depending
on whether they receive value 0 or 1 in the base model M.18

To summarize: with every formula ϕ of Lt,v we associate a system of equations
e(ϕ) in E3, which contains the fundamental semantic ‘information’ required to assign
to ϕ its truth value in S3. It is then possible to check whether Eϕ admits solutions in
N3 or not.

The following result from [68] guarantees that Definition 4.3 works as in the infor-
mal examples at the beginning of the section.

Proposition 4.4 For every acceptable Lt,v-structure M:

(i) There exists a non-empty set of equational structures,
(ii) If S′

3 = 〈M,Con3, E3, e′, A′〉 and S′′
3 = 〈M,Con3, E3, e′′, A′′〉 are two equa-

tional structures generated by M, then e′ = e′′.
(iii) The set of equational structures generated by M has a ⊆-least element.

Item (i) guarantees thatDefinition 4.3 is not vacuous: there are equational structures.
Item (ii) states that the functionwhich assignsL3-equations toLt,v-sentences is unique.
Finally, item (iii) together with item (ii) shows that the set A is the only set that can
possibly differentiate two equational structures generated byM and, therefore, there
is a least set of solutions to the L3-equations assigned to Lt,v-sentences.19

Equational structures endow ‘traditional’ models with sets of equations and their
solutions. What is the advantage in interpreting Lt,v-sentences via equational struc-
tures? The answer becomes clear if we consider the model-theoretic presentation
of semantic (Section 1.2), soritical (Section 1.3), revenge (Section 2.2), and HOV
paradoxes (Section 3.2). Model-theoretically viewed, paradoxes are non-existence
results: they show that certain valuations (e.g., classical valuations obeying naïveté)
do not exist. Therefore, the relevant semantic notions—naïveté, tolerance, or bivalent
determinateness—cannot simply be modeled in traditional models. As a consequence,
arguments involving these notions (regardless of whether they are paradoxical or
not) cannot be formally represented there. On the other hand, equational structures
that interpret naïve truth, tolerance, or bivalent determinateness are unproblematically

18 Some assignments of equations never ‘reach’ atomic formulae—in the Visser-Yablo paradox, for exam-
ple, we have an infinitely descending chain of truth-predications. However, the construction of e does not
require that the structure of the components of a given sentences is well-founded.
19 As per the construction in [68], such set is given by only solving systems that admit exactly one solution,
and not solving systems that admit more than one solutions.
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available (Proposition 4.4), and easily accommodate paradoxical sentences. Paradox-
ical sentences are interpreted in an equational structure as equation systems which do
not have a unique classical solution. Having a suitable interpretation of sentences in
equational structures, the next step is to extend it to arguments. This is the topic of the
next section.

4.3 Equational Consequence

Here, we employ equational structures to define equational notions of consequence,
and model arguments involving naïve truth, tolerance, or bivalent determinateness.
Let us fix some more notation. For every assignment α and for every e in E3, let |�α e
indicate that e is a true arithmetical equation under the assignment α of values in N3 to
Var({e}). So, |�α e holds if α(Var({e})) is a true arithmetical identity. Let us also put,
for every assignment α and for every E ⊆ E3, α(E) = {α(Var({e})) | e ∈ E}, and put
|�α E if and only if |�α e for every e ∈ E. We can now use the existence of solutions
to L3-equations to provide a generalized notion of satisfiability, which we will use to
model paradoxical arguments:

Definition 4.5 Let S3 = 〈M,Con3, E3, e, A〉 be an equational structure.

– A set E ⊆ E3 is solvable in S3 if and only if there exists an assignment α ∈ A
such that |�α E.

– An Lt,v-sentence ϕ is satisfiable in S3 if and only if Eϕ is solvable.
– A set � of Lt,v-sentences is satisfiable in S3 if and only if there is an assignment

α ∈ A such that |�α Eϕ , for every ϕ ∈ � (i.e. if every formula of � is satisfied by
one and the same assignment).

This notion of satisfiability can be specified in order to recover the notion of strict
and tolerant truth, introduced in Section 1.4.

Definition 4.6 Let S3 = 〈M,Con3, E3, e, A〉 be an equational structure.

– AnLt,v-sentence ϕ is strictly (tolerantly) true in S3 (s(t)-true), if there is an α ∈ A
s.t. α(vϕ) = 1 (α(vϕ) ≥ 1/2) and |�α Eϕ .

– A set � of Lt,v-sentences is strictly (tolerantly) true in S3 (s(t)-true), if there is an
α ∈ A s.t. α(vϕ) = 1 (α(vϕ) ≥ 1/2) and |�α Eϕ , for every ϕ ∈ �.

We can now use the above definition to specify notions of mne-satisfiability in S3
for arguments, wherem,n ∈ {s, t}, as follows.
Definition 4.7 (Equational validity/consequence) Let � ∪ {ϕ} be a set of Lt,v-
sentences.

– � |�sse ϕ if, for every equational structure S3, every assignment α in S3 that makes
� s-true, makes also ϕ s-true;

– � |�tte ϕ if, for every equational structure S3, every assignment α in S3 that makes
� t-true, makes also ϕ t-true;

– � |�tse ϕ if, for every equational structure S3, every assignment α in S3 that makes
� t-true, makes also ϕ s-true;
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– � |�ste ϕ if, for every equational structure S3, every assignment α in S3 that makes
� s-true, makes also ϕ t-true.

sse, tte, tse, and ste are patterned after ss, tt, ts, and st (Definition 1.7), but with
a few differences. First, the semantic values (1, 0, and 1/2) employed to determine
whether ϕ equationally mne-follows from � are results of equations. As such, the
possibility of equations not admitting solutions is explicitly incorporated into the
notion of consequence, thereby making it possible to reproduce paradoxical reason-
ings. Second, equational structures, by design, are defined over soritical models and
incorporate naïveté for the valuation of truth-predications. Therefore, vague atomic
sentences and truth-predications are not treated as arbitrary atomic sentences, and
arbitrarily interpreted by any given semantic structure. So, sse, tte, tse, and ste are
perhaps best seen as incorporating the notions of consequence of Definitions 2.3 and
3.1, combining them in an equational framework where paradoxical arguments that
cannot be modelled in the latter (such as revenge and HOV arguments) can be fully
represented.

We now put sse, tte, tse, and ste at work, and see how they provide a unifying
analysis of semantic and soritical paradoxes, and of revenge and HOV paradoxes.

4.4 Semantic and Soritical Paradoxes as Equational Arguments

In this section, we show that our theories of equational consequences |�mne repro-
duce the treatment of paradoxes in the corresponding theories of truth (mnt) and of
vagueness (mnv). We start from the Liar case. First, notice that all of the main ingre-
dients of the Liar reasoning, i.e. the naïveté of truth and diagonalization (in the form
ofMDiagλ), have been incorporated in the notion of equational structure. Let then �λ

be {λ}.
Proposition 4.8 �λ |�mne ⊥ only vacuously if m=s, and �λ �|�mne ⊥ if m=t.

Proof Let S3 be an equational structure. Definition 4.7 requires that there is an assign-
ment α that makes �λ m-true. If m=s, this would require α to assign value 1 to vλ.
However, this cannot be the case, since Eλ = {vλ = 1 − w,w = vλ}, which admits
only value 1/2 as solution. Therefore, there is no such α, which means that �λ |�sne ⊥
holds vacuosly for every n ∈ {s, t}.

Letm=t and let α be an assignment that makes �λ t-true (which happens whenever
α(vλ) = 1/2). For the argument to be tne-valid, it is required that ⊥ is n-true in α, i.e.
that α(v⊥) = 1 if n = s, and that α(v⊥) ≥ 1/2 if n = t. However, α(v⊥) = 0, and
therefore neither of the two conditions can be met. ��

Let us now turn to the Sorites Paradox. The argument involves a vague predicate
P of Lt,v, a clear-cut case in which P holds, a0, and a clear-cut case in which P does
not hold, an . Then, a contradiction arises by suitably applying all the instances of the
tolerance principle involving the relation of P-similarity ∼P. We can formalize the
argument in our framework as follows. Let �σ be the following set of sentences of
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Lt,v:

�σ =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

P(a0),
P(a0) ∧ a0 ∼P a1 → P(a1),
...

P(an−2) ∧ an−2 ∼P an−1 → P(an−1),

a0 ∼P a1,
...

an−1 ∼P an

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

Just as �λ, also �σ encodes the relevant assumptions at play in a soritical argument,
as displayed in Example 1.3. We can now prove the following:

Proposition 4.9 �σ |�mne P(an) only vacuously if m=s, and �σ �|�mne P(an) if m=t.

Proof As for Proposition 4.8, we have to show whether the clauses of Definition 4.7
hold or fail. Let then S3 be an equational structure. For the argument from �σ to
P(an) bemne-valid in S3, it is required that all sentences in �σ be madem-true by an
assignment α. If m=s there must be an assignment α in S3 that makes all the system
of equations associated to any sentence in �σ solvable by assigning the value 1 to
the variables corresponding to these sentences. However, this is not possible with �σ ,
since this requires that value 1 is assigned to the variables corresponding to every P(ai )

to make sentences of the form

P(ai−1) ∧ ai−1 ∼P ai → P(ai )

s-true. Due to the fact that (i) a1, . . . , an form a soritical series, and (ii) the modelM
of S3 is soritical, this cannot happen. Therefore there is no such assignment in any
equational structure. Hence, the argument from �σ to ⊥ is vacuously sne-valid for
every n ∈ {s, t}.

If m=t, then there can be an assignment α that makes �σ m-true. Now, since
formulas P(ai ), for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, are all atomic, their valuation in S3 depends on the
model M of S3. Since M is soritical, and an is a clear-cut case of failure of P, then
we have α(vP(an)) = 0 which entails that P(an) is not n-true for either n = s, or n = t.
Hence, the argument is tne-invalid for every n ∈ {s, t}. ��

4.5 Revenge and HOV Paradoxes as Equational Arguments

We now turn to revenge and HOV paradoxes. Let us start from the Determinateness
Liar. The argument involves a determinateness operator D, which is expected to behave
as follows: D(ϕ) has value 1 if ϕ has value 1, and value 0 otherwise. Consider the
language Lt,v,d := Lt,v ∪ {D}. The Determinateness Liar Paradox involves a sentence
λD which is equivalent to ¬D(Tr(�λD�)) – where, again, ‘equivalent’ means that
the diagonalization rule (MDiagλD ) holds for it. Given the semantics of D and the
functioning of the valuation e of S3 (Section 4.2), the sentence λD yields the following
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equation system:

EλD = {v = 1 − w,w = 1 − min(1, 2(1 − v))},

where v and w are variables assigned to λD and D(Tr(�λD�)) respectively. Let �D
λ be

{λD}.
Proposition 4.10 For every m,n ∈ {s, t}, �D

λ |�mne ⊥.

Proof Let S3 be an equational structure, and let α ∈ A. A quick calculation shows that
EλD is not solvable in N3.20 Therefore, for no assignment in S3, �D

λ can be m-true.
Since there is no α making �D

λ m-true, it follows that all of them make ⊥ n-true, i.e.
�D

λ |�mne ⊥. ��

The HOV case is easily seen to be similar. As in Section 4.4, let P be a vague
predicate. We can build a HOV argument along the lines of Section 3.2 applied to
D(P(a0)), where a0 is a clear-cut case of P, and suitable instances of x ∼D(P) y, to
conclude D(P(an)), where an is a clear-cut case of not-P. Here is a formalization of
the premises of the argument in Lt,v,d:

�D
σ =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

D(P(a0)),
D(P(a0)) ∧ a0 ∼D(P) a1 → D(P(a1)),
...

D(P(an−1)) ∧ an−1 ∼D(P) an) → D(P(an)),

a0 ∼D(P) a1
...

an−1 ∼D(P) an

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

As in the previous cases (�λ, �σ , and �D
λ ), also �D

σ models the premises of a HOV
soritical paradox, as informally presented in Example 3.2.

Proposition 4.11 For every m,n ∈ {s, t}, �D
σ |�mne D(P(an)).

Proof Let then S3 be an equational structure, and let α be any assignment from the
set A of S3. Since the model M of S3 is soritical, there is an i s.t. 0 < i < n and s.t.
α(vP(a j )) = 1/2 for every j ≥ i with j < n. It follows that α(vD(P(a j ))) = 0, and that
the formula

D(P(ai−1)) ∧ ai−1 ∼D(P) ai → D(P(ai ))

is neither t- nor s-true (recall that in a soritical model sentences of the form ai−1 ∼D(P)
ai have always value 1). Since α was arbitrary, this shows that there is no α that makes
�D

σ m-true, and hence that every such α makes D(P(an)) n-true for both n = s, and
n = t. ��
20 EλD is solvable in an extended value space, letting v = 2/3 and w = 1/3.
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Fig. 4 Equational theories and paradoxes

Propositions 4.10 and 4.11 illustrate the ‘value added’ by equational semantics to
the usual notion of model: not only it makes it possible to reproduce the three-valued
interpretation of the Liar and soritical paradoxes (Section 4.4), but it also provides us
with models for the language of revenge and HOV paradoxes, while no extension of
a ‘traditional’ model so to interpret bivalent determinateness is possible in the first
place (Propositions 2.6 and 3.3).21 Our results correctly predict the vulnerability of
our four target logics to revenge and HOV paradoxes.

We summarize the results of Sections 4.4-4.5 in the table reproduced in Fig. 4. The
first row indicates the formalized paradox in question, while the first column indicates
our unified equational theories where the paradoxes are analyzed. The symbol �
indicates that the corresponding theory successfully blocks the corresponding paradox,
because the formalized paradoxical argument to ⊥ is either not equationally valid
or only vacuously equationally valid in the target theory, while ✗ indicates that the
corresponding theory fails to block the corresponding paradox, because the formalized
paradoxical argument to ⊥ is equationally valid in the target theory.

5 Reducing Naïveté and Tolerance to Indiscernibility

As anticipated in the Introduction, we have now obtained a unification of semantic and
soritical paradoxes: via the equational semantics introduced in Section 4, both kinds
of paradoxes (including revenge and HOV paradoxes) have been shown to work in
the same way, across our four target logics. But more could (and should) be said. Our
unification sheds light on the logical and semantic similarities between the two kinds
of paradoxes, but it does not tell us whether such similarities share a common origin.
And, as of now, semantic and soritical paradoxes appear to rest on heterogeneous
principles – naïveté and tolerance. Up to this point, our findings can be summarized in

21 The proofs of Propositions 4.8-4.9, and 4.10-4.11 show that there are two senses of ‘vacuity’ at play.
In the former case, the systems of equations associated with the premises of the argument is not solvable
in a way that makes them s-true. In the latter case, the systems of equations are not solvable at all. The
difference between these two senses of ‘vacuity’ matters: in the case of semantic and soritical paradoxes,
Propositions 4.8 and 4.9 show that mne–validity (m=s) blocks the paradox, also via a vacuous case, in a
way that is similar to what happens in a traditional, non-equational semantics, when a sentence cannot be
made true in a class of models. On the other hand, in Proposition 4.10 and 4.11, the equational semantics
shows that the sentences appearing in the argument cannot be interpreted at all by the target theories (i.e.
assigned a value in the target value space). Therefore, ‘vacuity’ in this second sense is substantial, as it
reveals the impossibility of blocking these paradoxes in the target semantics.
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Fig. 5 Unification of paradoxes

Fig. 5: our unification allows us to connect the corresponding nodes of the tree, which
haven’t been shown to have a common root – yet.

However, since the semantic paradoxes and the soritical paradoxes behave remark-
ably similarly, supposing them to have a common root is rather natural. We now turn
to the relations between tolerance and naïveté, and isolate a general schema which
underlies them both. After some logical transformations, tolerance and naïveté will
be shown to be nothing but instances of the same principle, embodying a notion of
indiscernibility. We finally close the paper by hinting at some consequences for the
solution of soritical and semantic paradoxes that indiscernibility suggests.

Here is the schema of indiscernibility that naïveté and tolerance will be reduced to:

[(∼- Ind)] ∀x∀y[x ∼ y → (ϕ(x) ↔ ϕ(y))],
where ∼ is a binary relation on terms, and ϕ(x) is a schematic formula featuring at
least one free occurrence of x , and possibly parameters.

In its purely schematic formulation, (∼- Ind) is not particularly informative: much
of its plausibility depends on the relation replacing ∼, and the formulae replacing
ϕ(x). We can understand it as a schema, like the one considered in [74], providing
intuitively necessary but not sufficient conditions for∼ to express a similarity relation
concerning instances of ϕ. Therefore, we now turn to specific classes of instances of
(∼- Ind).

5.1 Tolerance and Naïveté as Instances of Indiscernibility

Our claim, simply put, is that both naïveté and tolerance can (and should) be understood
as forms of indiscernibility. In order to defend this conclusion, we will show that:

(i) there are a relation ∼To and a schematic formula ϕTo(x) of Lt,v s.t. tolerance
follows deductively from the result of replacing ∼To for ∼, and ϕTo for ϕ;

(ii) there are a relation ∼Tr and a formula ϕTr of a suitable extension of Lt,v s.t.
naïveté follows deductively from the result of replacing ∼Tr for ∼, and ϕTr for ϕ.

Claim (i) is immediate. Recall (Section 1.3) that (Tolerance) is the following
principle:

[(Tolerance)] ∀x∀y(P(x) ∧ x ∼P y → P(y))

Then, one can prove (i) for every P by simply letting ∼P to be ∼To and P(x) to be
ϕTo(x). Claim (ii) is much less evident. First, it is not clear that a similarity relation
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connected to the naïveté of truth can be found. Second, it is not clear that such a
relation might allow us to deduce naïveté from indiscernibility. Let’s address these
two worries in turn.

First, appearances to the contrary, there seems to be a similarity relation implicitly
at work in naïve truth. Let ∼Tr be the relation over Lt,v-terms s.t. s ∼Tr t holds if
and only if either s = �ψ� and t = �Tr(�ψ�)�, or t = �ψ� and s = �Tr(�ψ�)� for
some formula ψ of Lt,v. Informally, ∼Tr is a relation holding of codes of formulae
just in case exactly one of the two is the truth predication of the other. Naïveté seems
directly connected with this similarity relation, because it declares two formulae to be
equivalent (or interderivable, or intersubstitutable) exactly when ∼Tr holds between
the terms denoting them.22

Let’s now address the second problem highlighted above, and the claim (ii). Before
providing the formal details, let us describe the argument informally.

In order to do this, we need a formula A(x) of a language Lm ⊇ Lt,v such that,
for s and t s.t. s = �ψ� and t = �Tr(�ψ�)� (ψ ∈ Lt,v), A(s) is equivalent to ψ and
A(t) is equivalent to Tr(�ϕ�). In this way, we could formulate the following version
of indiscernibility:

s ∼Tr t → (A(s) ↔ A(t)) (1)

Given the equivalences above, (1) can be read as saying that, if s and t code ψ

and Tr(�ψ�) respectively, then the corresponding instance of naïveté, i.e. that ψ is
equivalent to Tr(�ψ�)), holds as well. In other words, (1) immediately enables one to
derive naïveté (in the form of the (Tr- Schema)), because it entails all the instances of
the following schema:

�ψ� ∼Tr �Tr(�ψ�)� → (ψ ↔ Tr(�ψ�)) (2)

as s and t are s.t. s ∼Tr t vary. The following proposition makes the argument formally
precise, by specifying a language Lm and a theory formulated in it where the required
A(x) can be constructed and proven to have the required property, thus enabling one
to derive (2) from (1).

Proposition 5.1 Let L2
t,v be the second order extension of Lt,v that contains the

language of second-order arithmetic. Let �1
1-CA be the subsystem of second-order

arithmetic with the comprehension axiom limited to �1
1-formulae. Then, there is a set

� of instances of (∼- Ind) formulated in L2
t,v s.t., for every ψ ∈ Lt,v:

�
�1

1-CA
�ψ� ∼Tr �Tr(�ψ�)� → (ψ ↔ Tr(�ψ�))

Proof Let Sat(x, y) be the formula expressing the fact that ‘x is (the code of) a formula
of Lt,v satisfied by the term y’, for the usual notion of Tarskian satisfiability. Recall
that this is a �1

1-definable relation (see, for instance, [71]), and hence its existence

22 Notice that ∼Tr is symmetric but not reflexive. If non-reflexivity appears undesirable for a similarity
relation, one can simply stipulate that the relation holds also for identical terms.
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is provable in �1
1-CA. Let now Tar(x) be the formula ∀ySat(x, y), i.e. the formula

expressing that every term Tarski-satisfies the Lt,v-formula coded by x , i.e. that the
formula is Tarski-true. Let � be the set of the following instances of (∼- Ind) in L2

t,v,
for all Lt,v-terms s and t :

s ∼Tr t → (Tar(s) ↔ Tar(t)) (3)

Recall that �1
1-CA proves the disquotation schema restricted to Lt,v-formulae for Tar,

i.e. for every χ ∈ Lt,v:

[(Disq)] Tar(�χ�) ↔ χ

(The proof, due to Tarski, is by induction on the complexity of χ ). Let now s and t be
Lt,v-terms s.t.

�1
1-CA

s = �ψ� and
�1

1-CA
t = �Tr(�ψ�)�. By (3):

Tar(�ψ�) ↔ Tar(�Tr(�ψ�)�) (4)

In turn, (4), and Disq (together with some classical logic) imply:

�ψ� ∼Tr �Tr(�ψ�)� → (ψ ↔ Tr(�ψ�)) (5)

as desired. ��
Claims (i) and (ii) allow us to conclude that both tolerance and naïveté are instances of
(∼- Ind), in suitable languages. While the claim is obvious for tolerance, for naïveté it
can be shown that, in suitable theories, one can formulate a version of indiscernibility
that says that, if two Lt,v-terms code sentences s.t. one is the truth-predication of the
other, then the two sentences are equivalent, and then derive all instances of the Tr-
Schema from such instances, in any theory that enables us to formulate these very
instances of (∼- Ind).23,24

Some answers to possible objections are in order. First, one could object that, since
the proof of Proposition 5.1 is carried out in classical logic, our reduction of naïveté to
indiscernibility presupposes accepting classical logic. However, notice that the target
reduction can be performed in ss, tt, ts, and st, by considering inferential or meta-
inferential formulations of (3). Unsurprisingly, the forms of naïveté that result from

23 The proof of Proposition 5.1 could be generalized and provide versions of the Tr-Schema with bound
variables by employing Sat(x, y) rather than Tar(x).
24 One proposal to unify semantic, set-theoretic, and soritical paradoxes is Priest’s Inclosure Schema [63,
65]. Comparing indiscernibility and inclosure is beyond the scope of this work, but the two approaches
are evidently distinct. Indiscernibility is a schema from which tolerance and naïveté can be derived, while
inclosure aims at modelling paradoxical reasonings. As such, the inclosure schema requires a specific set-
theoretic and logical framework. Indiscernibility, by contrast, is designed to be independent from one’s
logic, so that paradoxical reasonings can be analyzed within the equational framework, which allows one
to vary every component of the target theory – the base model, the interpretation of the logical constants,
and the notion of logical consequence. These considerations suggest that our framework is more general
and flexible.
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such reformulation are exactly the version of the Tr-Schema that is validated in sst,
ttt, tst, and stt, detailed in Proposition 2.4.

One can object that the latter derivation is carried out in a second-order theory,
formulated in a language that extends Lt,v, and hence does not involve instances of
(∼- Ind) formulated in Lt,v, which shows that instances of the Tr-Schema for Lt,v
cannot be derived from indiscernibility. This objection is quite weak: schemata are not
related to a specific language, but are typically understood as open-ended, so that their
acceptance entails accepting their instances in richer languages [21]. If this is the case,
then having instances of (∼- Ind) inL2

t,v deriving instances of the Tr-Schema forLt,v
in a relatively modest meta-theory does not invalidate our claim that all instances of
the Tr-Schema are derivable from (∼- Ind).

A stronger objection is this: our derivation of the Tr-Schema from instances of
(∼- Ind) is circular because it purports to derive the disquotational behaviour of the
truth predicate using a disquotational truth predicate, that is Tar(x). The objection is
reasonable but off-target. What we want to derive from (∼- Ind) – the Tr-Schema
or another form of naïveté – is a non-provable property of the object-linguistic truth
predicate. What we use in deriving it – the schema Disq – is a mathematical fact, that
can be proven in any theory that defines the Tarskian truth predicate Tar, which we use
instrumentally for this purpose. So, rather than postulating the naïveté of Tr to derive
the naïveté of Tr (which would be circular), we employ provable mathematical facts
(namely Disq) about the �1

1-definable L2
t,v-formula Tar to show that naïveté for Tr

follows from (∼- Ind). To be sure, Disq resembles naïveté, since it is essentially its
typed restriction. But this does notmake the two principles equivalent. By comparison,
consider the set-theoretic principles of separation and naïve comprehension. They
also resemble each other: the former is a consistent restriction of the latter. But this
hardlymakes themequivalent.While separation is a commonly acceptedmathematical
principle, naïve comprehension is not. And, to continue our analogy, any set-theoretic
derivation that employs separation (and other principles) to show in some T ⊇ ZF that
a certain schema entails naïve comprehension could not be suspected of circularity
for its use of separation.

Finally, a word on what we take our reduction to do and not to do. We do not
advance any empirical claim: we do not claim speakers to have in mind (if implicitly)
anything like indiscernibility when they use vague or semantic predicates tolerantly or
naïvely, nor is indiscerbibility taken from, or corroborated by empirical observation.
Our reduction is not prescriptive either: we do not claim that speakers or theorists
should understand vague or semantic notions via indiscernibility. Our reduction is
a conceptual analysis, that shows how naïveté and tolerance derive from a unique,
more fundamental notion and, by doing that, offers an explanation of their relation-
ships. Such an analysis, in turn, explains the similarities between theories of truth
and vagueness (and their treatment of paradoxes) which employ the same logics that
were noted at the beginning of the paper, and that were made explicit in Section 4, via
their equational re-formulation. In what follows, we briefly elaborate on the import of
the connections between naïveté and tolerance that their analysis via indiscernibility
reveals.
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5.2 Paradoxes as Failure to see the Differences

Indiscernibility says that, if s and t are similar (in the sense of ∼), something (in the
substitution class of ϕ) can be said of s just in case it can be said of t . If an application
of indiscernibility leads to paradox,25 it is reasonable to conclude that the paradox
derives from having declared that s and t be similar (in the relevant respect). In other
words, the paradox arises from applying the similarity relation too ‘broadly’, as in
some cases such a similarity leads to contradictions. Tolerance and naïveté arise from
a failure to see a difference between (i) two individuals that are similar to each other,
as far as the vague predicate P is concerned, and (ii) (two terms coding) a sentence
ϕ and its truth-predication Tr(�ϕ�). And such a failure to differentiate, sometimes,
leads to paradox. As seen in Sections 2 and 3, one might try to block the paradoxes by
adopting a non-classical logic. But non-classical theories can only partially solve the
problem: semantic and soritical paradoxes resurrect, and affect these very theories, in
the form of revenge and HOV paradoxes. To our mind, the moral is this: the root of
the paradoxes does not rely in not having yet identified a (or the) ‘right’ non-classical
logic for truth and vagueness, but in the principle of indiscernibility itself, and in the
failure to see the differences that flows from it.

Let us elaborate a bit on the idea of failure to see the differences. Which differences
are relevant to discriminate between two individuals is, largely, a matter of scale.
Accepting (i) and (ii), therefore, means that one has implicitly adopted a scale (of the
relevant kind) that fails to discriminate between any two individuals (of the relevant
kind). But which scales are (if implicitly) at work when it comes to tolerance and
naïveté? Consider the vagueness case first. If P is a one-dimensional vague predicate,
declaring whether s and t are P-similar depends on choosing a unit of measure for
P’s dimension. If P is the predicate ‘tall’, a difference of 1mm between two individ-
uals does not seem relevant, whereas a difference of 10cm does. By our analysis,
a soritical paradox involving ‘tall’ implicitly involves the adoption of a scale that
is not fine-grained enough to discriminate between the heights of the individuals in
question. In the case of truth, we suggest that the relevant difference between ϕ and
Tr(�ϕ�) is to be cashed out in terms of complexity. By ‘complexity’, here, we do not
mean logical complexity (ϕ can be of arbitrary logical complexity, whereas Tr(�ϕ�) is
atomic), but the computational complexity of the definition of the truth predicate. Let
us explain. The truth predicate can be seen under two main lights: as a ‘simple’ con-
cept, or as a ‘complex’ one.26 According to the first interpretation (mainly adopted by
deflationists), the truth predicate is just a linguistic device that enables one to express
generalizations. As such, the concept of truth is not especially complex: it is taken
as a primitive notion, and given an axiomatization; therefore, its interpretation is not
in need of a computationally complex model-theoretic definition [43]. The second
interpretation postulates a significant difference between accepting ϕ and accepting
Tr(�ϕ�): accepting Tr(�ϕ�) (the ‘semantic ascent’, as it is sometimes called) requires
accepting all the resources employed in constructing an interpretation for the truth

25 As in a soritical series, or declaring �λ� and �Tr(�λ�)� to be ∼Tr-similar and reproducing the Liar
Paradox.
26 For more details on the computational complexity of truth, see e.g. [7, 44, 48].
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Fig. 6 Our reduction of paradoxes

predicate – Tarskian or Kripkean lines. And such resources are highly non-trivial,
both from an epistemic point of view (the notions required for a Tarskian or Kripkean
definition of truth are sophisticated logico-linguistic devices), and from the point of
view of computational complexity.27

Going back to indiscernibility: if paradoxes arise from a failure to see a difference,
then semantic paradoxes arise from failing to distinguish between themere acceptance
of a sentence ϕ and the acceptance of its truth-predication Tr(�ϕ�). Advocates of the
simple conception of truth are naturally led to accommodate the ‘naïveté’ intuition,
according to which a sentence is simply equivalent to its truth-predication, and to
look for a possibly chimeric revenge-free non-classical theory. But if failing to see a
difference in complexity is what brings about the semantic paradoxes, then one should
just reject the idea that truth is simple, accept that it is in fact a complex notion, and
adopt a hierarchical interpretation of the notion of truth, that takes the complexity of
truth-predication into account [30–33]. So, if the paradoxes do arise from a failure to
see a difference in the relevant scale, then theories that postulate different standards for
interpreting vague expressions and truth predications throughout the relevant scales –
notably, contextualist solutions – have a better chance to solve the paradoxes at their
root. It seems therefore possible to develop unified contextualist theories of truth and
vagueness, that solve the indiscernibility paradoxes altogether.

To conclude, we can now articulate what the reduction of naïveté and tolerance to
indiscernibility adds to our analysis. Given the ‘horizontal’ correspondence between
the two kinds of paradoxes we obtained at the beginning of Section 5, we can now
also uncover a ‘vertical’ connection which includes semantic and soritical paradoxes
as examples of indiscernibility paradoxes. The combined result of unification and
reduction is visualized in Fig. 6.

27 The definition of the least Kripkean fixed point is �1
1-complete. For an overview of both interpretations

of the truth predicate (roughly along the lines of the deflationism/inflationism debate), see [4, 53].
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6 Conclusions

We have argued that semantic and soritical paradoxes are two sides of the same coin.
Moreover, we have argued that the same holds,mutatis mutandis, for revenge andHOV
paradoxes. To make our analysis more concrete, we focused on the Liar Paradox, the
Sorites Paradox, and a family of three-valued logics. We introduced an equational
framework to formalize them, and we showed that they are essentially similar pieces
of reasoning. In addition, we have identified a schema of indiscernibility as the more
general principle that underscores both naïveté and tolerance, tracing the Liar and
the Sorites back to it. We finally argued that indiscernibility could be regarded as the
unique source of both paradoxes.

Much work remains to be done. First, our analysis could be straightforwardly
extended to more semantic paradoxes, including the paradoxes of denotation, satisfac-
tion, naïve validity, and more. Second, other logical frameworks should be explored,
to widen the scope of unification of paradoxes across the logical space: many-valued
approaches with more than 3 values, super- and subvaluational approaches, and so
on. Third, further kinds of paradoxes, e.g. involving set membership and property
instantiation, could be explored.
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